Navigator

™

Equipment Management System

It brings a lot to the table
– and every other area of care.
For your surgical teams, every minute matters. So it’s vital to organize and
optimize your OR for peak performance and flexibility. Which is why the Nuvo
NavigatorTM Equipment Management System is designed to be one of the most
valuable surgical tools in the room. The multi-configurable Navigator helps make
the most of your operating room’s space by putting all the equipment you need
into one movable, flexible management system whose benefits include:

Reduced turnover time

The self-contained Navigator system eliminates the need to wheel bulky,
separate pieces of equipment in and out of the OR between surgeries, thus
dramatically reducing transition time. Navigator lets you schedule more patients
per OR per day—and that means a healthier bottom line for you.

Maximum efficiency

By keeping what’s needed close at hand (and what isn’t out of the way),
Navigator maximizes the efficiency of the surgical team. Its tower-like design
keeps cauterization units, laparoscopic and arthroscopic equipment, and
keyboards and monitors within easy and immediate reach. What’s more,
Navigator’s portability allows surgeons and staff to move around the operating
table more quickly and easily.

Cord confusion eliminated

Thanks to Navigator’s advanced cable management system, power cords
and other cables are not only clearly organized, but also kept off of the floor,
protecting them from contamination and preventing tripping hazards. Numerous
built-in AC outlets within the shelves can accommodate a full suite of powered
equipment.

Navigator Features
Getting a better handle on things.

“Hideaway” phone and data
ports keep the staff in contact
with other care areas.

Built-in gas & vacuum ports
reduce excess hoses and bring
needed convenience to the
surgical team.

The Navigator provides
ergonomic mounting support
for accessories such as suction
canisters, IV poles and/or
monitors.

Low-profile side rails provide
additional accessory mounting
and convenient channeling to
keep cables out of the way.

Easily accessible brake controls
allow for sturdy and certain
positioning around the surgical
environment.

A newly-designed “smoothmove” boom arm system allows
utlimate flexibility of placement
with comfort and ease.

Abundant throughway for power
cables, gas hoses and video
cables can accommodate future
expansions.

Adjustable shelves are available
in 22” or 30” widths.

Unlocking of each rotational joint
independently, or simultaneously
from the brake handle assures
optimal positioning of critical
equipment.

Integral electrical outlets supply
power to critical equipment on
the shelves and other auxiliary
equipment needed in the care
area.

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY NOW AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
ICU

WIth the Navigator in the ICU, the
caregiver has an unimpeded and
flexible working environment. Gas
connections, IV poles, patient
monitors and critical equipment are
off the floor, all contained in a single
location but immediately accessible
on demand.

General Surgery

The versatility of the Navigator
Equipment Management System
allows for a near-infinite range of
custom configurations based on
specialty. A service head can be
designed by our clinical specialists
for every critical patient care area.

GI & Endoscopy

Increase the number of procedures
in a given space by centralizing your
equipment off the floor. Mount a flat
panel monitor or vital signs monitor.
Support your endoscope camera,
light source and scope holder all
conveniently within arm’s reach.
Rotate the head to accommodate
an upper or lower procedure.

Emergency Room

Provide clinically-correct positioning
of essential equipment around the
entire trauma bay, not just the head.
Have access to medical gases,
suction, electrical outlets and data
ports in treatment areas.

Flexibility from the top down
With a range of boom and pendant configurations, the Navigator
can fit any facility, adapt to any surgical application as well as
meet any other special (or spacial) requirements. Manual and
motorized options, superior ease of movement and solid braking
are hallmarks of the Navigator, bringing together excellence in
design, exceptional performance and outstanding value.

NUVO - Operating in the
patient’s best interest

For nearly 20 years, our sole focus at Nuvo has
been to provide the medical field with the
highest quality, most cost-effective surgical
lights, tables, equipment management systems,
video integration and other products for hospital
operating rooms. All of which can greatly help
you make a difference in the care of your
patients.
Check the specs at www.nuvosurgical.com or
contact your distributor.

(800) 663-1152
www.nuvosurgical.com
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